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1. Problem 

We propose a method to reconstruct and cluster incomplete high-
dimensional data lying in a union of subspaces, ,
with dimensions .

2. Accurate Subspace Segmentation by Successive Approximations

3. Robust Initialization for Matrix Completion [1]

4. Experiments

We exploit the subspace structure of the data by using a self-expressive
model: Sparse coefficients, with

where

Known entries at and zeros otherwise

Missing entries at the complementary positions
of and zeros otherwise

To recover the original subspaces, we estimate the missing entries, ,
by imposing the subspace structure and then cluster the recovered data
points. The missing data is estimated by solving the following non-
convex optimization problem:

Outlying entries and noise

We propose a tight convex relaxation to solve this non-convex problem.

Consider we have a point and . We define the following exact
model

To find and , we consider the linearization of this model in
a trust region. This approximate model leads to the following
convex problem, similar but with new constraints:

We compute a new solution to by iteratively solving the
previous problem and updating the current solution as

Since is biconvex, we use Alternate Convex Search [2]
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2. Given
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High-dimensional data lying in low-dimensional subspaces are very
common in problems such as motion segmentation, structure from
motion or face clustering. In practice, however, observed data are
incomplete due to sensor failure, occlusion or data corruption.
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